Julius Caesar Lecture Notes Act III
Scene 1
Pgs. 821-823
On his way to the Capitol, Caesar is met by _____________________ who tries to give him a letter, but
__________________ distracts Caesar from this man's warning. The first part of the plan is for Trebonius to
____________________________________.

Metellus then speaks to Caesar, asking him to _________________

___________________________. Caesar refuses, then the conspirators gather around him and ________________
___________________. Caesar's last words are _____________________________________________________.
Pg 825
The conspirators come together and __________________________________________ in Caesar's blood.
Cassius recognizes what a historically significant thing they just did when he says (use your own words)
____________________________________________________________________________________. He thinks
they'll be remembered as ___________________________________________________________________.
Pg. 825-828
Antony's servant enters and on behalf of Antony says: __________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________. Brutus replies by saying (in your
own words) __________________________________________________________. Brutus thinks Antony will be
their________________________, but Cassius __________________________. Antony arrives and tells the group
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________. Brutus replies,________________________________________________________.
Brutus also assures him that once everything calms down, he'll explain why he had to kill Caesar even though he
loved him. Antony then _________________________________________, before having seconds thoughts and
feeling guilty about being friendly with the enemies. Antony hopes the conspirators can provide him with reasons
why __________________________________.
Pgs. 828-829
Antony requests to _______________________________________________________. At first Brutus
gives him permission, then Cassius warns him not to allow it because _____________________________________.
Brutus ultimately decides ______________________________________. Cassius' response is ________________
_____________________________________________________.

Pg. 829-831
Antony is left alone with Caesar's body and he promises __________________________. Antony then
tells Octavius Caesar's servant to tell Octavius what happened and then bring him here. This shows that Mark
Antony is starting to _________________________________________________________________________.
Scene 2
Pg. 831-834
A plebeian is a __________________________. The plebeians agree to hear Brutus speak. Brutus says
_____________________________________________________________________________________________.
He also says he killed Caesar because he was too ambitious. By ambitious he means ____________________.
Brutus announces Antony's arrival with Caesar's body and states that (two things) ___________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________.
Brutus leaves and the plebeians have a _______________ opinion of him and think he should be _______________.
Pg. 834-841
Anthony then gives his speech. What line does Antony use sarcastically to get his point across about
Brutus? ___________________________________. What three agruments does he use to refute Brutus' statement
about killing Caesar because he was ambitious? ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________.
He finally tells the people they should mourn for Caesar's death because they all did love him. How do the
plebeians react to this speech? ____________________________________. Brutus then takes out Caesar's ______.
The plebeians are now calling the conspirators _____________________. The will states _____________________
______________________________________________________________. This is supposed to show that Caesar
__________________________________________. It convinces the plebeians to __________________________.
______________ has now arrived in Rome to revenge Caesar's death.
Scene 3
Pg. 841-842
The plebeians show up to __________________ house. They ask him what his name is, and when they tell him,
they ___________________________.

Then they run away to ________________________________________.

